OASIS organizing committee invites all speakers and poster presenters
to send papers, for publication, according to the terms below.
Last Deadline for submitting papers is 28/2/08
Please send papers to : amir Kaufman – amir@aeai.org.il
__________________________________________________________________________

SPIE Author Information

PROCEEDINGS GUIDELINES

Presentation and Publication Policy
SPIE's conferences provide an opportunity for presentation of reports on current research
resulting in proceedings that accurately reflect those presentations. Authors are expected to
submit manuscripts containing original, previously unpublished work, in accordance with their
specific conference deadlines.
All authors of oral or poster papers must furnish manuscripts
8 to 12 pages long, single-spaced
Written in English
Received by the published due date
Not acceptable: short summaries, viewgraphs, and abstracts Late manuscripts may not be
published. Much of the value of the Proceedings volume depends on timely publication and
distribution. To ensure inclusion in the Proceedings, manuscripts should be received by the
announced due date.
Authors are expected to attend the meeting and present their papers. Papers not presented at
the meeting will not be published in the Proceedings, except in the case of exceptional
circumstances at the discretion of SPIE and the Conference Chair/Editor. If unforeseeable
circumstances prevent you from attending the meeting and keeping your commitment, please
notify your staff Proceedings Editor immediately, and arrange for a coauthor or colleague to
make the presentation.
Company or government clearance must be final at the time of submittal. DOD contractors
need to allow a minimum of 60 days for government clearance.
Authors are required to warrant to SPIE in advance of publication of the Proceedings that all
necessary permissions and clearances have been obtained, and that submitting authors are
authorized to transfer copyright of the paper to SPIE for publication in the Proceedings.
The Society views as unprofessional the arbitrary withdrawal of a paper once the author has
made a commitment to prepare it, the paper has been accepted by the conference
committee, and the presentation has been announced in the Advance Technical Program.
The withdrawal of a paper after the Advance Technical Program is distributed jeopardizes not
only the Society's credibility, but the author's professional reputation as well.

